MEDICAL OFFICE MARKET
COLORADO SPRINGS OFFICE MARKET

SECOND QUARTER 2012

Mid Year Market Review

The Colorado Springs MOB market has continued to show increased signs of strength throughout the first half of 2012. While the
national medical market has and will continue to be affected by the overall health insurance payee/payor issues facing the country
and many medical practices are taking a guarded approach to the future, we are seeing signs of stabilization locally as many users
are active in the market and looking to secure space and be operational before year end 2012.
Despite the general uncertainty of healthcare in the country and the ultimate outcome of the Memorial Hospital transition to the
University Health System locally, there has been a continued shift for practices to either relocate their practices in the northern part
of town or open additional offices in order to service a growing market in North Colorado Springs. In almost every instance this
is resulting in positive absorption of existing MOB inventory. Within the last 6 years, both St. Francis (Centura) and Memorial
Hospital have built and opened competing hospitals in the northern ‘growth corridor’ of the city. While it has taken a few years
(in no doubt in large part attributable to the economy), many medical users are finalizing transactions either on or near campuses
(such as the recent transaction with Front Range Orthopedics for 29,548 square feet in Healthcare Realty Trust’s project in
Briargate).
Lease rates for medical office buildings generally range from $17.00-$21.00 per rentable square foot on new construction, and
$14.50-$16.50 for second generation properties. 2nd Quarter 2012 numbers show an average asking lease rate of $16.18 per
square foot and absorption of 34,398 square feet, mainly attributable to the Front Range Orthopedics lease at Medical Pavilion at
Briargate refernced above.
As we look into the balance of 2012, we forecast the medical market continues its stabilization and expect to see vacancy rates
decrease as the newer first generation buildings constructed on or near the Memorial and Penrose Campuses fill up with tenants
expanding in the northern part of town. Currently there are approximately 6 users active in the market totalling in excess of
75,000 square feet in new lease activity, which we anticipate will land before the end of the year. The YTD lease activity in 2012
has already lead to positive absorption and we expect that trend to continue through the rest of the year. While we don’t anticipate
the sentiment of uncertainty to change in 2012, there will be increased demand for space and limited speculative product that will

The velocity of investor and tenant interest in Colorado Springs to start the year initially lead us to believe that 2012 was going
to be the tipping point year to quickly rebound this market back to 2005-2008 numbers. For no specific reasons, much of the
potential and projected activity stalled by the time we were through with the 1st Quarter. Many of these transactions are still
very much ‘real’ but they simply have not yet materialized, which has diluted some of the bold enthusiasm we experienced in 1st
Quarter 2012.
However, we still maintain our 4th consecutive quarter of positive absorption in all three office submarkets, with positive
absorption totaling 76,615 square feet, which is on the heels of modest 1st Quarter absorption of 52,205 sf for total YTD of
128,820 sf. The byproduct of this positive absorption is a reduction in vacancy rates and since 2nd Quarter 2011 we have seen
a 2% drop in the overall market vacancy. Modest figures overall but some properties, specifically those well located in either
the Briargate Business Campus or the CBD, are beginning to increase lease rates and other properties are holding firm with
their advertised rates. While there are still properties willing to negotiate and offer very attractive terms to large credit-worthy
tenants, we are starting to see lease rates bottom out and rebound. Despite the fact that this recovery continues to be protracted
and there are few signs that an immediate turnaround is on the near horizon, the fact remains that the overall health of the
Colorado Springs Office Market continues to gradually improve.
By Sub-Markets
The Central Business District registered 29,945 square feet of positive absorption in the second quarter and is the healthiest of
the three submarkets with an overall vacancy rate of 12.33%. With very limited large blocks of space, tenant’s seeking space in
excess of 9,000 square feet will have limited options and little room to negotiate. The overall vacancy is comprised of spaces less
than 5,000 square feet. We anticipate the health of this market to continue and for lease rates to begin to escalate in the second
half of the year.
The North I-25 submarket, which is our largest and most diverse, registered 38,944 square feet of positive absorption in the
second quarter yielding 73,729 year-to-date. Vacancy rates dropped to 25.42% and market-wide lease rates softened modestly.
However, quality product in the master planned business parks, specifically Briargate Business Campus, have begun to see lease
rates escalate and the market tighten. Provided demand continues we should see lease activity expand to older product along the
interstate and with that an increase in lease rates market wide by year end.
The Airport submarket, for the second time in four years, registered positive absorption totaling 7,726 square feet for the second
quarter. Overall the market continues to languish with YTD positive absorption of 440,000 square feet and a vacancy rate of
47%. This market has a long way to go to get healthy, and one quarter of good news over a four year period leaves us cautious as
to predicting when the market will finally turn.
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FEATURED PROPERTIES

Garden Gateway Plaza
1365 Garden of the Gods Road
17,729 SF For Lease (divisible)

Corporate Center at Briargate
2060 Briargate Parkway
7,550 SF For Lease (divisible)

Lexington Center
7899 Lexington Drive
75,272 SF For Sale
Investor/ Owner-User

Chapel Hills Atrium
1125 Kelly Johnson Boulevard
14,535 SF For Lease

SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTIONS

Briargate Tech Center
2375 Research Parkway & 8415 Explorer Drive
79,072 SF For Lease (divisible)
719-634-1500		

www.coscommercial.com

Verizon
2424 Garden of the Gods Road
105,000 SF For Lease (divisible)
719-634-1500		
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